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PHENIX experimental setup

Reaction plane / Event anisotropy

Measured event plane correlation between sub-detectors Collective side-ward flow and reaction plane

PHENIX detectors for reaction plane measurement

Event anisotropy measurements in RHIC-PHENIX
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Reaction plane resolution (sub-event correlation)

Particle identified hadron v2

Deuteron and φ-meson v2

Non-photonic electron RAA vs pT (centrality dependence)
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centrality dependence of non-photonic electron v2 compared with hadrons

Measurement of single electron v2
originated from heavy quarks

Measurement of direct photon v2
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consistent with similar flow and suppression 
of heavy quarks as light quarks

Hydrodynamic flow evolution 
and quark coalescence

Confirmation of quark and 
nucleon coalescence

Azimuthal dependent HBT

Geometrical 
shape at 
freeze-out

High pT v2 and jet modification

PHENIX preliminary
Jet suppression, 
modification and high pT
v2 and their relation with  
the geometry 


